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Abstract. In light of Internet+, how to make network technology better serve the educational cause needs more exploration. The online and offline hybrid education model that integrates MOOC is a new attempt. The sports safety of college students is the premise for the smooth development of sports activities. Therefore, a mixed teaching mode of sports safety combined with MOOC is designed to evaluate the teaching effect. However, under this teaching mode, the commonly used teaching effect evaluation methods cannot adhere to formative evaluation standards. Consequently, to better evaluate the MOOC teaching mode, a model for evaluating instructional effects based on RF mixed teaching mode is constructed. Aiming at the defects of RF in data processing, a genetic algorithm and particle swarm algorithm are used to optimize random forest. The outcomes demonstrate that the enhanced PSO-RF evaluation model has a 98.68% accuracy rate, which is 5.44% and 3.49% higher than the RF and GA-RF model respectively. Therefore, the enhanced PSO-RF-based teaching effect assessment model can better assess the mixed teaching mode in sports safety, meeting the evaluation requirements for students’ learning effects.
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1. Introduction. With the popularization of national fitness awareness, various sports have gradually received widespread attention. Effective physical exercise is an important guarantee for improving the body’s constitution and quality of life. As the main force for the future development of society, college students should integrate physical exercise into their daily learning and life. As an important participant in sports activities, college students are also the main group of sports safety accidents. The frequent sports safety accidents in universities not only affect students’ enthusiasm for participating in physical exercise, but also have adverse consequences for physical education and daily teaching activities in universities. Sports safety is the prerequisite and foundation for ensuring students’ participation in sports activities [3, 4, 5]. However, most of the existing sports safety education is taught orally by teachers before physical exercise, lacking awareness of sports injuries and the ability to handle accidents. Therefore, carrying out sports safety education for college students and improving their safety awareness plays an important role. With the advancement of online education technology, sports safety education in universities has also taken on new development forms. To improve the quality and effectiveness of sports safety teaching in universities, ensure that students have the ability to handle sudden sports safety accidents, and reduce injuries, an online and offline mixed teaching (OAOMT) mode of sports safety education based on the MOOC platform is proposed. Aiming at the sports safety teaching effect under the mixed mode, the evaluation model of sports safety teaching effect based on Random Forest (RF) algorithm is constructed. Then the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to improve the evaluation model of Random Forest teaching effect. The teaching effect evaluation model of random forest based on particle swarm optimization (PSO-RF) algorithm is constructed. It is hoped that the problems existing in sports safety education can be corrected in time. The students’ sports safety awareness can be improved, and the occurrence of injury accidents in physical exercise can be reduced.

2. Related works. With the frequent occurrence of sports safety accidents, sports safety has received more attention. Teenagers and children may experience cardiac abnormalities or sudden cardiac arrest caused by chest impact. Therefore, Bogue KA et al. proposed that Cardiopulmonary resuscitation training should be carried out to improve the ability of sports personnel to deal with such diseases in an emergency [6]. Jani et
al. investigated the quality standards for sports safety and school management. The random sampling method was used to investigate the safety of school sports in some rural and urban areas. When they take action and follow standard operating procedures, good sport management and teacher practice can be ensured [7]. Sun C and others proposed to use Big data and intelligent technology to conduct all-round monitoring and real-time alarm on relevant elements of sports events in view of the injuries that are easy to occur in sports events. The safety of athletes in sports events is ensured [8]. Mai et al. evaluated the safety performance of sports infrastructure based on the level and utilization status of school sports infrastructure [9]. Brown J C et al. believed that conducting curriculum education can reduce the risk of athlete injury. According to the results of the questionnaire survey, the knowledge acquisition rate of participants in the course is relatively low, making it difficult to achieve the goal of reducing athlete injuries effectively [10].

The RF algorithm is suitable for data clustering, data anomaly detection and data pivoting in various environments. The integration technique of artificial intelligence teaching materials is developed to address the difficulties of long running time and low precision. Yang proposed a method for integrating artificial intelligence teaching resources based on behavioral data analysis. The random forest algorithm classifies them and adds rewards and punishments to achieve AI integration of intelligent teaching resources. The findings indicate that this strategy can increase the overall efficiency and accuracy of the method [11]. In view of the impact of evaluation units and non-landslide sample selection methods on landslide susceptibility prediction, Shu H E established a landslide susceptibility evaluation model based on Random Forest tree Bagger classifier. RF and self-organizing feature map network RF are discussed. The results showed that the self-organizing feature map network RF has a high prediction rate and success rate [12]. To improve building energy efficiency, Liu Y et al. proposed a envelope design-based building energy consumption forecast approach. The RF model is used to estimate building energy consumption. The importance of each parameter is ranked, and then the Pearson function is applied to assess the corresponding connection. The findings indicate that the RF model has a significant advantage in building energy consumption prediction [13]. Liang applied the RF algorithm to rural revitalization. The RF method is used in data mining of art services. The significance of the transformation from independent variable to dependent variable in exploring art service strategies in rural revitalization has been determined [14]. Xu et al. used RF algorithm to evaluate the spatiotemporal dynamic characteristics of urban surface thermal environment. Based on the evaluation results, strategies for urban structural adjustment and reasonable layout were proposed to achieve urban structural optimization [15].

To sum up, the relevant research on sports safety is relatively rich, covering the safety of school sports facilities and safety issues in sports events. The relevant research content of the RF algorithm involves many fields, which has numerous applications. However, existing research shows that although sports safety education is being implemented, the actual teaching effectiveness and knowledge acquisition rate are very low. Based on this, firstly, a mixed online and offline sports safety teaching model is constructed. Then, the random forest model is constructed to evaluate the teaching effect of the teaching mode. It is expected to find the problems and deficiencies in sports safety teaching, and improve the acquisition rate of sports safety knowledge and teaching quality.

3. Construction of sports safety teaching effect evaluation model based on improved RF algorithm.

3.1. The teaching mode construction of sports safety in colleges and universities combined with MOOC. With the support of network technology, the rapid development of online education based on the MOOC platform enables modern education to break through the limitations of time and place. Physical education has the uniqueness in terms of teaching format and content. In the actual teaching process, more attention is paid to the teaching of motor skills. However, there is relatively little learning about related content, including theoretical knowledge of sports, prevention and handling of sports safety accidents, etc [16]. For the teaching of sports safety awareness, the advantages of MOOC platform is used to build a hybrid education mode for sports safety accidents. Figure 3.1 depicts the specific process.

Specifically, the OAOMT mode is mainly classified into three parts. The first part is the online learning stage before class, including discuss tasks, exercises and assessment content, etc. Students must finish the necessary theoretical knowledge study within the time-frame indicated, and master the related injury treatment skills. The second stage is offline teaching, mainly focusing on physical exercise. Assisted by reviewing relevant
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Fig. 3.1: Sports safety teaching mode under mixed mode

Theoretical knowledge and answering questions, it helps students improve their safety awareness. In face-to-face communication with students, physical education teachers help students answer questions left over from the previous stage. Some additional knowledge is supplemented to help students consolidate and summarize their skills. The third stage is the application stage of knowledge and skills, which belongs to the stage of long-term benefit. After online and offline learning, students can simulate the injury to consolidate and output what they have learned. In the later stage of physical exercise, safety knowledge in sports should be kept in mind. In a sports injury, the injury can be dealt with urgently to minimize the extent of the injury. The online and offline hybrid teaching mode makes up for the shortcomings of offline physical education teaching. However, this teaching approach places greater demands on both students and teachers. Students need to finish pre-class learning tasks independently and master relevant basic knowledge. The handling of injuries can be proficiently mastered. At the same time, the video content must be learned before class. By publishing appropriate discussion and evaluation assignments, students’ mastery of online basic knowledge is checked to ensure the normal teaching process. Relying on the MOOC platform, this mixed teaching mode realizes the teaching process of students’ independent learning, discussion and evaluation. Students really become the main participants in the classroom, actively dig for knowledge, build the connection between knowledge, and effectively change traditional classroom teaching. Students receive more participation space. Under this teaching mode, the assessment of educational impact needs to adopt multiple evaluation ways, including the formative evaluation and summative evaluation, to evaluate students’ learning effect objectively.

3.2. Construction of assessment model of sports safety teaching effect based on RF algorithm.

RF algorithm is a widely employed machine learning algorithm, which has a positive impact on data classification, regression and other processing. It is mainly consisting of a combination of Bootstrap aggregating (Bagging) and Classification and regression tree (CART) algorithms. The essential building block for the multi-style combination is the decision tree (DT), which uses the voting method to classify the data [17]. When using the RF algorithm for data classification, the Bagging method is used to randomly generate a DT set. Then the best classification features are determined by evaluation indicators such as information gain. The Bootstrap sampling method is used for data classification. A dataset of size \( D \) is extracted from dataset \( n \) (the total sample size is \( N \) ) and replace it with \( K \) to form a sample set. The probability of each sample being drawn in the training set is shown in Equation 3.1.

\[
p = \left( \frac{1}{N} \right)^N
\]

According to the Equation 3.1, the classifier model is constructed using the classification regression tree CART method. A \( K \) DT is trained separately. After training the sample set according to CART method, DTs are combined into RF model \( \{g_i, i = 1, 2, ...k\} \). The samples \( q \) to is used to test the model. The test results are
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Fig. 3.2: Schematic Diagram of Bagging Method

shown in Equation 3.2.

\[ Q = \{g_1(q), g_2(q), \ldots, g_k(q)\} \]  

(3.2)

After the classification results are obtained, the results of each DT are counted. The final regression result is the average value of all the forecast findings, as shown in Equation 3.3.

\[ T(q) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} t_i(q) \]  

(3.3)

In Equation 3.3, \( q \) represents the sample data. \( t_i(q) \) represents the classification and statistical results of each sample. When the Bagging algorithm regenerates the DT set, it aggregates the operation results after randomly selecting a subset of the original data for independent operation. In Figure 3.2 the calculating procedure is displayed. The Bagging algorithm is used to increase data selection capacity for generalization and reduce overfitting problems that may occur in decision trees (DTs). When the DT node position is split, the CART algorithm mostly chooses the attribute with the Gini index (Gini) as the split attribute [18]. The impurity of the data collection is represented by the Gini index. The definition is shown in Equation 3.4.

\[ Gini(D) = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i^2 \]  

(3.4)

In Equation 3.4, \( D \) represents the data sample. \( K \) represents the scale of the DT. \( p_i \) represents \( C_j \) the probability that the sample data in sample set belongs to \( D \). Taking an attribute \( A \) in the sample set \( D \) as an example, the sample is based on the sum of two data subsets divided by the attribute \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \). The Gini index obtained by dividing the two subsets is the weighted sum of the impurity in subsets. Equation 3.5 displays the computation process.

\[ Gini_A(D) = \frac{|D_1|}{D}Gini(D_1) + \frac{|D_2|}{D}Gini(D_2) \]  

(3.5)

The impurity of the attribute-based subset can be obtained from Equation 3.5, as shown in Equation 3.6.

\[ \Delta Gini(A) = Gini(D) - Gini_A(D) \]  

(3.6)

When generating a regression tree, it is necessary to select the data set attribute with the smallest Gini index as the node splitting attribute [19, 20]. After completing the Bagging process and the CART algorithm, the random forest model can be constructed. The specific operation process is shown in Figure 3.3 From the figure
above, for classification results of the DT, the weighted voting method is used to perform weighted calculations on the classification outcomes of each DT. The final classification result is determined. If the classification result of the sample data is \( a \), the total number of votes belonging to the \( X \) class is \( S_a \). Equation 3.7 shows the calculation process of voting results.

\[
S_a = \sum_{t=1}^{K} (T_{a,X})(X)W_t
\]  

(3.7)

In formula (7), \( K \) represents the scale of the DT. \( W_t \) represents the decision weight. \( T \) represents the scale of the sampling data set. If the value is 1, it means that the classification result \( T_{a,X}(X) \) of the sample \( a \) belongs to the class \( X \). If the value is 0, it means it does not belong to the class. The generalization error of the RF is affected by correlation and strength of the DT. Generalization error has an upper limit, as shown in Equation 3.8.

\[
PE^* \leq \frac{\bar{p}(1 - s^2)}{s^2}
\]  

(3.8)

In Equation 3.8, \( \bar{p} \) represents the average value of the correlation between DTs. After the classification results are calculated by the weighted voting method, the category \( X \) with the highest number of votes is output as the final classification result of the sample.

3.3. Construction of sports safety teaching effect evaluation model based on improved RF algorithm. RF algorithm has a good effect in data classification. It needs to perform optimization calculations in parameter selection. This process takes a long time, which has a direct impact on categorization efficiency [21, 22]. Given the flaws in the execution method, the parameter values obtained by the traditional method cannot make the performance of the algorithm reach the optimum. Therefore, an intelligent approach is proposed to determine the appropriate RF technique settings. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a non-linear optimization intelligent algorithm based on natural selection and genetic mechanism, which has good applications in the fields of parameter optimization, signal processing and machine learning [23, 24]. Firstly, the GA-RF evaluation model is constructed. After initializing the population, the crossover probability and mutation probability are determined. If \( F_{max} \) is the maximum population fitness, \( F_{avg} \) is the population average fitness, the probability of chromosome crossover \( P_c \) and mutation \( P_m \) will change with the fitness of the population. Then, the relationship between the initial probability of crossing \( P_{c1} \) and the probability of crossing \( P_{c2} \) is shown in Equation 3.9.

\[
P_c = \begin{cases} 
P_{c1} (P_{c1} - P_{c2}) \frac{F - F_{avg}}{F_{max} - F_{avg}}, & F \geq F_{avg} \\ 
P_{c1}, & F < F_{avg} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.9)

Initial probability of mutation \( P_{m1} \) and the probability of mutation progress \( P_{m2} \) are shown in Equation 3.10.

\[
P_m = \begin{cases} 
P_{m1} (P_{m1} - P_{m2}) \frac{F_{max} - F}{F_{max} - F_{avg}}, & F \geq F_{avg} \\ 
P_{m1}, & F < F_{avg} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.10)
Usually, mutation probabilities \( P_m \) are achieved very small. The mutation operation needs to cooperate with the crossover operation, aiming at mining the diversity of individuals in the population. Two individuals are randomly selected from the primary selection group for crossover. The obtained expression is as Equation 3.11.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_1 &= \lambda \alpha_2 + (1 - \lambda) \alpha_1 \\
\alpha_2 &= \lambda \alpha_1 + (1 - \lambda) \alpha_2
\end{align*}
\] (3.11)

In Equation 3.11, \( \lambda \in \{0, 1\} \) is any random number generated. After crossing, the chromosomes of \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) offspring are recalculated and optimized in the original population. In the genetic algorithm, the operators for crossover and mutation are the core of the algorithm. The crossover rate \( P_c \) and mutation rate \( P_m \) are key parameters for the convergence and stability. The \( P_c \) and \( P_m \) reflects the probability of the algorithm’s crossover and mutation operations, which determines the convergence of the algorithm. Another commonly used intelligent algorithm is particle swarm optimization (PSO), which is a swarm intelligence-based random evolution method with distinct advantages in finding optimal solutions [25]. If there are particles in a population, the spatial position of each particle is \( Z \), denoted by \( V \), indicating the moving direction of the particle in the feasible region. The running speed of particles needs to be limited by the maximum speed and the minimum speed. The relationship between the two is obtained as shown in Equation 3.12.

\[ V_{\text{min}} = -V_{\text{max}} \] (3.12)

In Equation 3.12, \( V_{\text{min}} \) and \( V_{\text{max}} \) represent the particle velocity’s highest and minimum values, respectively. When searching for the optimal solution, each particle will get the optimal position that each particle passes through after iterations \( p_{\text{best}}(t) \). The solution of the minimum optimization problem is shown in Equation 3.13.

\[ g_{\text{best}}(t) = \min\{p_{\text{best}}_1(t), p_{\text{best}}_2(t), ..., p_{\text{best}}_N(t)\} \] (3.13)

When the algorithm advances to the next generation, the particles in the space will update the speed and position based on previous generation information and present information. The speed update method is shown in Equation 3.14.

\[ V_{a}^{t+1} = V_{a}^{t} + c_1 r_1 p_{\text{best}}_a^t - Z_{a}^{t} + c_2 r_2 (g_{\text{best}}^t - Z_{a}^{t}) \] (3.14)

In Equation 3.14, \( \alpha \) represents the particle. \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) represents the learning factor of the particle. \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random number between 0-1. \( V_{a}^{t} \) represents the speed of the particle \( \alpha \). \( Z_{a}^{t} \) represents the space vector \( t \) at the first iteration. The method is shown in Equation 3.15.

\[ Z_{a}^{t+1} = Z_{a}^{t} + V_{a}^{t+1} \] (3.15)

The new position and velocity are constantly updated through Equation 3.13 and Equation 3.14. The best positional solution is identified. Figure 3.4 depicts the specific operating process. A larger weight coefficient is used to search the global. After obtaining the optimal solution, a smaller weight coefficient is used to search the local optimal solution to achieve the optimization effect of the particle swarm optimization algorithm.

4. Performance analysis of the sports safety teaching effect assessment model based on the improved RF algorithm.

4.1. Analysis of the training effect of the evaluation model. To explore the teaching effect of the sports safety course in the mixed teaching mode, the teaching effect of the OAIMT mode integrated with MOOC is verified. The assessment model based on RF, the Random forest based on genetic algorithm (GA-RF) evaluation and the PSO-RF assessment model are compared and analyzed. Experimental data utilized for the research comes from the statistical data of 2500 students in the “University Physical Education” course in the initial semester of the 2017-2018 school year in a university. After preprocessing the data, 2000 pieces of data are used for model training. During the training process, the iteration times of the three models are shown in Figure 4.1.
From Figure 4.1, the iteration numbers of the three models are significantly different. The RF model has undergone a significant number of iterations. The entire training process is unstable, and multiple maximum and minimum values appear. The maximum number of iterations is 60 when there are 1700 samples. The number of iterations is 52 when there are 900 samples. The average iteration is 55 times. The GA-RF model has a limited number of iterations. The rate of change is rapid, and performance stability is low. The minimal number of iterations is 32 when there are 1600 samples. The maximum iteration is 55 when there are 1500 samples. The range of iterations is 23 times, and the average number of iterations for the entire model is 42 times. The PSO-RF model has small fluctuations in the early stage of training. The number of iterations does not dramatically vary after there are 1400 samples. The average value is 34, and the convergence is good. Compared with the RF and the GA-RF, the average number of times of the PSO-RF model is 21 and 8 times lower respectively. The convergence is significantly better than the other two evaluation models. From the running results of the above model, the convergence of the improved RF model proposed in the study is significantly better than the other two methods. It has better performance in model training and can achieve convergence in fewer samples. The running time of the three models during training is shown in Figure 4.2.

From Figure 4.2, the running time of the three models diverge significantly. Specifically, the running time of the RF fluctuates greatly under different samples. The maximum running duration is 1.2s when there are 1400 samples. The minimal running time is 0.8s when there are 1500 samples. There are multiple maxima and minima throughout the test. The model performance is highly unstable. During the running process, the GA-RF model is more stable than the RF model. The running time is the smallest and the running efficiency is the best. When the number of samples is 1450, the maximum running time is 0.8s. The lowest running time is 0.56s when there are 1350 samples. The model performance is poor, with an average run time of 0.59s. The
running time of the PSO-RF has no obvious fluctuation. The whole process is kept at about 0.7s. Compared with the RF model, the average running time of the PSO-RF model is 0.2s lower. Compared to the GA-RF, the average running time of the PSO-RF is slightly higher by 0.11s, but the stability of this model is completely better than that of the RF and the GA-RF.

4.2. Analysis of the PR effect of the evaluation model. To measure the capacity of each model, the evaluation results are evaluated by PR curves. The precision - recall (PR) curves of the three evaluation models are shown in Figure 4.3.

From Figure 4.3, when the recall rate approaches 0, the precision rate of RF is 0.78. The precision rate of GA-RF evaluation model is 0.82. The precision rate of PSO-RF model is 0.98. PSO-RF has a far greater accuracy than the other two assessment models. This indicates that the improved RF model has higher accuracy and recall rate. The performance of the model is better. Reflected in the evaluation of teaching effectiveness, the proposed model can more accurately evaluate students’ learning effectiveness.

4.3. Analysis of the application effect of the evaluation model. The model proposed in the study is used to evaluate the actual teaching effectiveness. The actual scores of students are fitted with the evaluation scores. The results are shown in Figure 4.4.
In Figure 4.4 there is a large error between the student grades obtained by the RF evaluation model and the actual course grades. When the student sample is roughly between [5001000], the maximum error occurs. The score is only 45. The student achievement obtained under the model is significantly lower than the actual achievement. The extreme value of the GA-RF evaluation model changes slightly, but the grades obtained are slightly smaller than the actual grades. When the sample size of the PSO-RF model is small, the results are slightly higher than the actual results. However, as the sample size increases, the error between the evaluation results of the model and the actual results gradually decreases. From this analysis result, the optimized RF model proposed in the study has relatively small errors. During the entire evaluation period, it has a high degree of stability and accuracy, which can better reflect students' actual learning situation and achieve learning effects on sports safety courses. The performance of 5000 students who received combined physical teaching is rated. The statistical results are shown in Table 4.1.

From Table 4.1, under the OAOAMT mode, the highest score of students in online video learning of sports safety is 100 points, the lowest score is only 15 points, the average score is 86.13 points, and the standard deviation is 9.420. This indicates that students have a higher level of learning in online video courses. Online MOOC resources are more attractive to students. In the online discussion part, the highest score is 100 points, the standard deviation is 5.093, the lowest score is 35, the average is 91.24, and the lowest score is 35. The standard deviation of student classroom performance is 15.791, indicating a significant difference in academic performance. The polarization of students' classroom performance is evident, with some students having weaker classroom performance abilities. The standard deviation of the total student score is 7.106, indicating that there is a small difference in final grades among all students. The blended teaching mode that integrates MOOC can meet the real needs of various students. The accuracy rate of the trained evaluation model in student activism safety performance is shown Figure 4.5.

From Figure 4.5, the accuracy rates of the three models in the application process are quite different. The accuracy of the three evaluation models increases with the test sample. Among them, the RF model's accuracy
is 93.24%, and the GA-RF model is 95.19%. The PSO-RF model varies greatly. The accuracy in equilibrium state reaches 98.68%. Compared to the RF and GA-RF model, the PSO-RF model is greater 5.44% and 3.49%, respectively. The PSO-RF has a good application impact, which satisfies the assessment requirements of sports safety courses in the mixed teaching ways. It achieves a reasonable and objective evaluation of students’ grades.

In the intelligent evaluation of data, the commonly used K-means based radial basis function model (RBF), and genetic algorithm based optimization BP (GA-BP) are compared with PSO-RF model. The F1 values of the three models on the training and testing sets are shown in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.6(a), on the training set, the accuracy of the PSO-RF model is 94.86%. The accuracy of the GA-BP and RBF models are 93.57% and 92.94%, respectively. In Figure 4.6(b), on the test set, the accuracy of the PSO-RF model reached 97.15%, which is higher than the GA-BP model and RBF model. This indicates that the evaluation model proposed in the study has significant advantages over similar methods.

5. Conclusion. Online education is in high demand due to the Internet’s rapid development in the field of education. The OAOMT mode that integrates MOOC not only conforms to the development of teaching reform, but also can meet the shortcomings of sports safety education in physical education courses. Aiming at the mixed teaching mode of sports safety integrated with MOOC, an assessment methodology is constructed
for educational effects based on RF. However, the traditional RF has certain defects in the data processing process. Therefore, an assessment model based on PSPO algorithm is proposed to enhance the sports safety teaching effect assessment model. The outcomes of the trial indicate the average running time of the PSO-RF is only 0.7s. The accuracy rate reaches 0.98, the fitting degree between the assessment results and the actual results is basically consistent. The standard deviation of the total score for students is 7.106, which means that the difference in final grades for all students is very small. From the above analysis, the teaching effectiveness evaluation model based on improved RF proposed in the study has high accuracy and significantly outperforms other commonly used teaching effectiveness evaluation models. By using this evaluation method, students’ grades can be objectively evaluated. Their learning situation and academic achievements in sports safety courses are well presented. From the application situation, the teaching effect of the online and offline sports safety mixed teaching mode that integrates MOOC is relatively ideal. This teaching mode can meet the actual needs of different students, which has high practical application performance. However, there are still shortcomings in the research. This model is only tested in physical education safety teaching in universities. In future research, the model should be tested in different educational and disciplinary fields to improve the applicability.
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